**Diagnostic Scan**
- Labial
- Lingual

**Diagnostic Model**
- Create your own simulations

**Bracket Placement**

**Therapeutic Scan**
- Labial

**Therapeutic Model**
- Doctor Orders Setup
  - MACROS
  - Simulation

**Plan**
- In case of:
  - Newly erupted teeth
  - Rebonded brackets
  - New tooth anatomy

**Update Model**

**Update Scan**
- maximum working days

**suresmile Wire**

* Scanning Options:
  - Desktop scan of plaster
  - Intraoral scan using OraScanner
  - Intraoral scan using certified 3rd party scanner
  - CBCT

**suresmile process**
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**Diagnostic Scan**

- optional process
- recommended start of process

**Diagnostic Model**

- 5 maximum working days
- create your own simulations

**Therapeutic Scan**

- start of process

**Therapeutic Model**

- 5 maximum working days

**Doctor Orders Setup**

- submit: MACROS
- simulation

- 5 maximum working days

**Plan**

- 20 maximum working days

**Update Model**

- in case of:
  - newly erupted teeth
  - rebonded brackets
  - new tooth anatomy

- 5 maximum working days

**Update Scan**

- 5 maximum working days

**Bracket Placement**

**suresmile Wire**

- suresmile, OraScanner and SureWhite are registered trademarks of OraMetrix.